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The problems in this research were: 1) learning activity yet give meaningful learning process to student yet, 2) student learning motivation was less because the teacher dominate the learning process, 3) there was not teaching material in the form of modul used in learning. The objectives of this research were: 1) analyze the effectiveness of learning by using teaching material theme 7 subtheme 2 in class V, 2) evaluate the efficiency of learning by using teaching material, 3) evaluate the attractiveness of teaching material used in learning. The methods used are research and development. The population of the research is all students class V SD Negeri 2 Labuhan Ratu. The sample of the research is student class VB SD Negeri 2 Labuhan Ratu. The conclusions of the research namely: 1) effective modul used as teaching material, because the average posttest score larger than average pretest score that was 3,57>2,33, 2) efficient modul used because the time was used in learning a was little more than the time that was needed, with efficient value 1,5 ,and 3) smart modul relics of Islamic kingdom in Indonesia was interesting for student, with percentage the attractiveness 93,54% that classified very interesting.
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